Cultural Development in the Curriculum

English

Maths

Computing

Science

Through Literacy, English, guided reading and phonics, pupils:
Learn about others’ cultures, lives and heritage through exploration of a range of texts.
Draw similarities between characters from a range of backgrounds and ethnicities.
Explore, discuss and debate challenging themes found in texts relating to the British Values.
Acknowledge and develop a deep understanding of how characters behaviour and why, linking this to empathy.
Through Maths, pupils:
Understand maths as a universal language that translates across the globe.
Understand the systems that have contributed towards developments in mathematics, for example Roman
Numerals and Ancient Egyptian number systems.
Develop an understanding and attempt a range of methods from around the world.
Through Computing, pupils:
Learn how to apply online communication respectfully.
Develop an understanding of how technological developments impact the local and wider world communities.
Develop an awareness of how developments in technology come from people of varying backgrounds and
cultures.
Demonstrate and understanding of the British Values when interacting with others online.
Through Science, pupils:
Understand that scientific developments have been made from a range of people across the world and this is not
limited to one type of person from a given background.
Understanding how science and its developments impact all people across the world and how scientific
developments change culture.
Know there are laws to abide to in science.

Humanities

Through Humanities, pupils:
Explore people’s beliefs, faiths and cultures through the study of different religions, people and places of varying
background and socio-economic development.
Collaborate with peers to complete group research, field trips and projects.
Apply the use of the British Values when learning about people and places.
Explore historical views and approaches to diversity and how these may have negatively impacted people’s lives.
Learn about historical and modern figures who have contributed towards the development of society and the
wider world.

Art and
Design

Through Art and Design, pupils:
Engage in imaginative design, creation and evaluation of products.
Explore product design and how needs of all people and products are more useful for some than others.
Understand how products we use today have been created or influenced by a range of different cultures or
people from varying cultures.
Explore art created by a range of different people from varying backgrounds.
Create artwork inspired by a range of different artists or themes, learning the connection between art and culture.

P.E
PSHE and
Citizenship

Through PE, pupils:
Develop teamwork and sportsmanship through both sports practice and performance.
Know of contributions in the sports world relating to a range of different people from varying backgrounds.
Demonstrate British Values when engaging in PE lessons, and competitive sports.
Link sports to culture, knowing that sports bring people from all walks of life together for a shared purpose.
All elements of PSHE and Citizenship encompasses all elements of Cultural Development.

